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Transportation and The Small World 

 

 Networks are the fabric that holds the very system of our lives together.  

From the bus we took to school as a child to the subway system we take to the 

office.  From the food webs we study to the neurons in our own brains.  We are a 

world of networks, each of us connected in so many different ways.   Our friends, 

neighbors, colleagues all are attribute to this “Small World Phenomenon”.  Since 

its proposition about 5 years ago, many studies have been carried out to confirm 

that small worlds exist even in a variety of real world settings.   

 

Here, we will discuss four separate network systems.  The first, the streets 

of Manhattan Island.  The block formations of the roads and sound structure are 

of interest in that it may play a crucial part in determining small world properties.  

The Second, the Interstate system of The United States of America.  This was 

chosen to look for scale similarities between Manhattan and itself.  Is there a 

correlation of road map networking that goes beyond the scale of the road itself?  

The Third, The Boston Subway System.  The clustering of vertices from stop to 

stop which travel on the same line, how does this effect the small world property?  

And the fourth, a rail way system in Vienna.  Not bounded by the same 

restrictions as an underground subway system, how does this architecture effect 

the network? 

 

We will discuss these questions as well as the methods used to arrive at 

conclusions.  Before Moving to far into the process,  lets first discuss what it 

means for a network to be small world.  Everyone has heard of the “small world 

phenomenon” which states every person on earth is connected by a strain of no 



more than 6 people.  There are other well-known versions of this with similar 

results; 4 degrees of Kevin Bacon with actors, or 6 degrees of Jesus Christ on 

Wikipedia.  Whichever you have heard of, they all derive from the concept of a 

large network which is inter connected in such a way that the distance from any 

point within to another is small relative to the size of the network. 

  

There are two main conditions for a network to be considered small-world; 

the Diameter of the graph is comparable to that of a random graph (with the 

same N and k) but it will display significantly more clustering.  When we talk 

about path length we define the distance between two nodes I and j to be the 

length (in number of edges) of the shortest path between them. The diameter D 

of a network is then the greatest distance between any two randomly chosen 

nodes.   Clustering gets a bit more complicated.  A clustering coefficient refers to 

a measure which as the name states; assesses the degree to which nodes tend 

to cluster together. Evidence from research started by Watts and Strogatz, 

suggests that in most real-world networks, and in particular social networks, 

nodes tend to create tightly knit groups with relatively high density of ties called 

clusters or cliques.  There exist two ways to examine clusters: global and local.  

Global gives an overall indication of the clustering in the network, whereas the 

local gives an indication of the embeddedness of single nodes. 

  

In a graph G with N nodes and vertex v, if v has kv    neighbors, the Local 

Cluster Coefficient is found by taking twice the number of links between 

neighbors of v (vertices contained in G which are connected to v) and dividing it 

by kv(kv-1) 

                                

                             

 



The Global Clustering Coefficient is represented as the average Cv of all vertices 

v. 

 

  

In this paper, we will examine the four different means of travel and match 

their Diameters and Clustering Coefficients to that of random graphs of the same 

N and K.   

  

To begin, let us look at the Manhattan roadway system.  To create the 

model of this system we first needed to decide what would qualify as a node and 

what would be an edge.  Naturally we chose all intersections as nodes and roads 

as the edges connecting them.  This means at a four -way intersection at node v, 

then v will have a degree of four.  After isolating the major roadways we assigned 

a value to every intersection on the map.  After this we create a graph in Maple 

and input the edges corresponding to the map.  300 edges later, we have our 

model and we run some tests.  In Maple it is quite easy to compute Diameter, 

Degree, Connectivity, Clustering, and create Histograms of vertex degree which 

can be very useful in determining small world properties.  Provided are samples 

of code used as well as output. 

> n := 180; 

> G := Graph(n); 

> AddEdge(G, {{10, 13}, {10, 11}, {12, 13}, {11, 15}, {14, 15}, {13, 14}, {15, 16}, 

{12, 17}, {3, 6}, {1, 2}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {4, 5}, {3, 5}, {6, 7}, {5, 8}, {4, 9}, {8, 9}, {7, 

10}}); 

> DrawGraph(G);                                                                    > 

histogram(DegreeSequence(G), area = 1, numbars = 75); 

 



 

 

 Diameter(G); 

 27 

 Degree(G, 49); 

 0 

As shown in my code, the Diameter of this model was 27.  This was much to 

high for a graph of n=180 and 300 edges to be small-world.  Also we can see 

from the histogram that the graph shows many low degree vertices.  To travel 

between them would take a very long path.  So from only a bit of examination, 

without even looking at clustering, we can see this model is definitely not small-

world in nature. 

 

We hit the same problem when mapping the Interstate system of The 

United States.  The model was set up similar to Manhattan’s, intersections as 

nodes and road as an edge, and the result seemed the same.  When put through 

Maple, we discover an unusually high Diameter for small-world as well as the 

same low degree vertices shown in the histogram. 

  

Are roadways, city or national, not small-world? Or is there something missing 

from the theory behind interconnectedness of roads? Can one intersection be 



connected to another simply because of its mutual relation to a third? 

  

The last two experiments we examine here are accredited to two Cornell 

students in their paper on train systems and the small world  First, the Boston 

subway system.  A series of four separate lines which flow beneath the streets of 

the city serving 124 stations. .  At the time of the research the “silverline”, which 

travels to Logan Airport was not completed and was therefore not included.  Two 

of these lines have branches, one splits into another four lines and the other 

splits into two.  Each of these partitions is treated as its own line which shares 

common stations with another.  The station is also considered decentralized, 

meaning there is no station where all lines join.  

 

The second train line studied here is that of the U-Bahn in Vienna.  It 

contains a total of 5 lines which travel in more curved than radial lines allowing 

for multiple intersections between lines.  The highest degree is 43 and again just 

like the Boston system D=3.  

 

It is also important to remember the definition of connection used in this 

study.  Where as earlier we chose to see an intersection connected to another 

intersection by a joint road to be a connection only if directly adjacent, here we 

use a different definition.  Two stations are considered connected if a passenger 

can travel from one station to the next without switching trains.  This means that 

for every train line, every station within that line is directly connected to every 

other station.  This will undoubtedly allow for much larger clustering. 

  

We can see both networks satisfy the two basic conditions for being small 

world. The size of the networks, measured by diameter (D = 3 for both) or by 

average path length L, is small when compared to the number of vertices.   This 

is unlike our experiment with the road maps where D=25 and 27.  Since the 



Diameter shows to be small we continue with the testing and check for clustering 

coefficients.  The code was written in Maple and transferred to the table below.  

Here is an example of the code used for this portion. 

 

 

NeighborConnectV := proc (G, v)  

 local x, y, k, j, m, N;  

 x := Neighbors(G, v);  

 k := nops(x); y := 0;  

 for j to k-1 do for m from j+1 to k do  

 if evalb(`in`({x[j], x[m]}, Edges(G))) then y := y+1  

 endif  

 end do  

 end do; 

  N := y/(binomial(nops(Neighbors(G, v)), 2)+0.1e-37)  

 end proc; 

 

NeighborConnectG := proc (G, n)  

 local i, j, sum, k, N;  

 sum := 0; for i to n do  

 sum := sum+NeighborConnectV(G, i) 

  end do;  

 N := sum/n end proc; 

 

 

 

 

The actual clustering coefficients are much greater than C random for 

appropriate N , K., In absolute terms, for both networks; Boston and Vienna C is 

very much higher than the values reported in other studies.  

 



The definition of connectivity used here has resulted in C being so close to 

1 because of the proportion of stations in each network which lie on a single train 

line. All stations to which they are connected are also linked to one another, 

forming a clique, and each giving Cv = 1 as their contribution to the overall 

coefficient. What is interesting is when we look at a country-wide train network 

which is not as constrained as an urban subway network, the train routes criss-

cross between stations in different patterns, giving lower local clustering.  Here, 

we do not see that.  Although they are not precisely the same quantity, 

comparing the actual value of C to the theoretical C (T) for the same distributions 

shows that the Boston network appears to have more genuine or “excess” 

clustering.  This can all be seen in the table below. 

 

 

 

 

The Vienna network has a structure similar to that originally proposed to 

model small-worlds.  It consists of cliques of connected nodes (stations on a 

single line) which interact with one another through certain nodes (stations 

common to two lines) which connect the network but have very low values of Cv .  

On the other hand, because of the branched lines in the Boston network, whole 

groups of stations are shared between lines, overlapping the cliques and 

enhancing Cv for the shared vertices.  

 

 

Although there have been other studies of small-world properties of 

transport networks, including railway networks, this study appears to be the first 

that has not only had underlying bipartite structure , but has used this in its 

analysis. Further, because we have studied two networks at once, we have been 

 # of Links (actual) # of Links (theory) C C  Random C /  C  Random 

Boston 1771 1936 .9276 .4804 1.93 

Vienna 785 788 .9450 .7989 1.18 



able to draw comparisons between them based on their different train-line 

architecture. We have seen properties in common, such as high C, properties 

close to prediction, and we have attempted to explain the behavior in terms of 

our definition of connectivity.  

 

After discovering this study and reading through, it was decided to revisit 

our first attempts at modeling the small world.  We take from this study, the idea 

of what it means to be connected.  Before we said that for two intersections to be 

connected they must be joined by a single road.  After toying with a few ideas we 

decided to flip our definition of connected inside out.  By this, we mean that 

instead of connecting intersections by roads, now roads will be connected by 

intersections.   

 

Now with our new and improved definition we return to the map of 

interstate highways labeling every interstate 1…n which in this case n=66.  Now, 

with the help of wikipedia, we follow the interstate and connect nodes where two 

interstates are joined.  This means, if I-95 connects with I-80 and I-20, then 

edges are drawn between I-95 and I-85 as well as an edge between I-95 and I-

20. 

 

 Amazingly enough, the graph of this definition of connectivity looks much 

more promising.  After a little analysis in Maple we see this new graph has 

diameter D=5 as opposed to before when it was D=27.  Also, after running a 

procedure which determines clustering, we see that our graph exhibits a higher 

clustering coefficient than that of a random graph constructed with the same N 

and K.  These two discoveries show that this graph is small world. 

 

A histogram was also made which displays the degree distribution of 

vertices.  It is indicative of a small world network when this histogram can be 

fitted with a power law function.  In our output it appears this holds true as well. 

 



Another table here shows expected random values of clustering 

and Diameter, against those values we have created in our graph. 

 D D random C C random C/ C random 

U.S Interstates 5 4 .3710 .1163 3.19 

 

  

 

If time would have permitted I would have liked to go back and re work the 

Manhattan map in this way.  However, it is easy to see that not all hope is lost in 

the idea of small world road maps.  In our new definition of connectivity the graph 

of interstates seems to obey both properties for small world graphs and by that 

logic it is concluded that this too is a small world network.   

To conclude, we have shown that not only are subway systems, train 

systems, and road maps all networks, but also that they exhibit features of the 

small-world network. The Subway and Train systems of Boston and Vienna as 

well as our Interstates have very high clustering coefficients and low Diameters 

relative to their size.  Unlike Interstates, the clustering of the train systems was 

so close to 1 due to the connectedness of the stations on a single line.   We have 

shown real world networks with small-world properties.  We have shown how 

architecture of the means of travel does not effect the small-world properties of 

the system. 

 

 

 All of this however, seems very relative to how we perceive a 

connection in a network.  As we have seen, If we were to define a connection as 

one intersection to another only if directly adjacent, the network does not appear 

small-world.  These differences are easily shown from the first to the second 

attempts at the U.S. Interstate maps.  Imagine the subway systems of Boston 

and Vienna with this definition of connectivity.  Each station on a line would only 



be connected to those directly before and after as opposed to every station being 

connected to all others on the line.  The Diameter would be very large and there 

would be little to no clustering.   It seems more important that we define 

connection correctly than actually having a small-world network.  Is it possible to 

make any network small-world if you simply change the definition of connectivity 

within the network? 
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